Map C: Historic and cultural features reserve, Nature conservation reserve, Regional park - implementation status
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Notes:
1. This map depicts all public land subject to government-accepted recommendations as historic and cultural features reserves (HCFR), nature conservation reserves (NCR), and regional parks (RP).
2. This map is based on a GIS layer created by VEAC depicting government-accepted public land use recommendations and subsequent government decisions.
3. Small parcels (generally those less than one hectare) may not be visible at this scale. A higher-resolution map showing the finer detail can be viewed at www.veac.vic.gov.au.
4. Implementation has been defined based on recommendations for acceptable but unimplemented actions. End users of this document are encouraged to refer to the relevant government-accepted land use recommendation documents for further details of implementation.
5. Further details of the regional parks and historic and cultural features reserve implementation may result in implementation being classified as "Implementation unclear." 

Implementation unclear: CRCF (Cultural Resource Conservation Framework) is a process for the state of Victoria to manage the state's cultural heritage. It involves identifying, assessing, and protecting cultural heritage places and ensuring that those places are managed in a way that respects their cultural significance. The process includes the following stages:
1. Identification: This stage involves identifying cultural heritage places and determining their significance.
2. Assessment: This stage involves assessing the significance of identified cultural heritage places and determining whether they should be protected.
3. Protection: This stage involves protecting cultural heritage places by establishing conservation and management strategies.

Partially implemented: This stage involves implementing conservation and management strategies for partially protected cultural heritage places.

Unimplemented: This stage involves implementing conservation and management strategies for unimplemented cultural heritage places.

The map is a tool for visualizing the implementation status of government-accepted recommendations as historic and cultural features reserves, nature conservation reserves, and regional parks. It is based on a GIS layer created by VEAC and is intended to provide a visual representation of the implementation status at a regional scale. The map is subject to government-accepted decisions and may not be visible at the finer detail scale. A higher-resolution map showing the finer detail can be viewed at www.veac.vic.gov.au.